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VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT - MORPETH MEWS
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

moderate in almost all viewing locations. This is a result of not only limited viewing potential
but where views are possible the impact is consistent with the character of the area and thus
the loss of visual quality is minimal, however, it is belived that the proposed canopy and buffer
planting to the boundaries within the develpment will result in a LOW overall visual impact.

Terras Landscape Architects hasundertaken a visual assessment of the project site and the
proposed landscaping and building works for the site. The criteria for the visual assessment
has been detailed and viewpoint data sheets have been prepared using site photographs
to allow the reader to gain a visual appreciation of the views from the identified significant
viewing locations.
Additional descriptive text and information has been provided to support this investigation.
This summary has been provided as a brief commentary on the findings of the visual assessment.
•
The site is located on the southern extents of the Morpeth residential zone and
is registered as Lot 7, DP 829150 within the Maitland City Council government area. The
northern half is zoned RU2 (Rural Landscape) and the southern half zoned E2 (Environmental
Conservation)
•
The local area character is predominantly cleared agricultural land surrounding the
urban settlement of Morpeth
•

The site topography falls slowly towards the south and sits below the ridgeline

•
Where viewing locations are possible from the south and west they are limited by the
existing vegetation within the surrounding paddocks and their physical distance to the site
•
There are no major road corridors or tourist/recreation areas within close proximity
that would be impacted. James Street Reserve is a small open park to the north west of the
site. It is assumed that visitor numbers would be low to this park.
•
The proposed layout is an extension of the urban fabric of Morpeth township. The
layout and landscaping proposed will soften views of the development and ensure that view
corridors are maintained within existing streetscape.
VIews into the site from the north and east are restricted due to adjoining residential
•
lots. Residences to adjoing the northern and eastern boundary on James, Little James, Duke
Street and John Street have the highest sensitivity to the proposed development. The greatest
visual impact will be occur to these residences.
•

The visual impact rating has been assessed and has the potential to be low or
PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS
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2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this report areas follows:
•
To identify and describe the existing visual/landscape environment and to evaluate
its 		
current qualities including an assessment of visual quality.
To identify viewsheds and to locate and/or identify typical viewpoints from which
•
the 		
impacted areas may be seen.
•
To determine what the likely impacts the proposal may cause to the prevailing
visual/		
landscape quality of the area and to make recommendations, where
appropriate, to reduce 		
the visual impact of the proposed development if
required.

2.2.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology applied to this study involves systematically evaluating the visual environment
pertaining to the site and using value judgements based on community responses to scenery.
This identifies aspects that are more objective (such as the physical setting, character and
visibility of a proposal), from more subjective aspects, such as the compatibility of the proposal
within the setting.
Visual data collection involves systematically evaluating the visual environment from relevant
viewpoints through fieldwork to determine the actual potential for views to the site. Once a
viewpoint has been identified, data is recorded both photographically and as detailed notes.
The selection of viewpoints has generally been based on locations where potential for views of
the proposed development would occur. Viewpoint selection criteria include: consideration
of where views can be obtained from publicly frequented locations, such as major traffic
corridors; prominent look-outs or locations of high scenic value; or, where members of the
local community may be affected.
This assessment has been undertaken in accordance of the requirements of Guidelines for
Landscape Character and Visual Impact Assessment (RMS, 2013) and as such, the work has
been carried out following the below steps:

•
•
•

Assess the visibility of the Proposal. This includes a review of the existing visual
		
environment/landscape setting of the locality.
Identify key existing viewpoints and their sensitivity. This requires the preparation of
a viewpoint analysis using a representative number of viewpoints located within a
reasonable distance of the site located within its visual catchment.
Assess visual impacts. A brief description of the proposal is included within this
section 		
followed by an assessment of the likely impacts based on a
composite of the sensitivity of 		
the view and the magnitude of the proposal
being a combination of scale, size 			
and
character
having
regard to the proximity of the viewer.

2.3.

TERMINOLOGY

The below meaning for the following terms shall apply to this report:
•

The proposal/development site is that activity which has the potential to produce a
visual 		
impact either during the works or as a result of it.
•
The subject site (referred to also as the site) is defined as the land area directly
affected
•
by the proposal within defined boundaries.
•
The study area consists of the subject site plus the immediate surrounding land
potentially
Affected by the proposal during its construction and operation phase.
•
The study locality is the area of land within the regional visual catchment whereby
the proposal can be readily recognised. Generally this is confined to a six-kilometre
radius beyond which individual buildings are difficult to discern especially amongst
other development where contrasts are low. Further, visual sensitivity generally
declines
significantly beyond this range due to the broad viewing range that can be had
from
vantage points. For this study the locality has been limited to the visual catchments
that
have distances less than three kilometre as views beyond this are restricted.
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site locality

PHOENIX PARK
HINTON
RAWORTH
MORPETH

SITE

1
TENAMBIT
MAITLAND

2

CHISHOLM
ASHTONFIELD

Image 01: Site locatity map. [source: Nearmap
2019]
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site location

GEORGE ST

ROBERT ST

PRINCESS ST

JAMES ST

JOHN ST

EDWARD ST

DUKE ST

LITTLE JAMES ST

PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT EXTENTS

Image 02: Site location map. [source:
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3.

EXISTING VISUAL ENVIRONMENT

3.1.

VISUAL CATCHMENT - AREA CHARACTER

The site is located on the southern extents of the Morpeth residential zone and is registered
as Lot 7, DP 829150 within the Maitland City Council government area. The northern half is
zoned RU2 (Rural Landscape) and the southern half zoned E2 (Environmental Conservation)
. The site location diagram illustrates the character of the local area in plan view and shows
the extent of both established and evolving development and road networks within the visual
catchment of the study area. It also indicates the ratio of built form to agricultural land in the
locality.

to the south of the Morpeth town centre at Chisholm and is separated by a flood prone
marshland. Urban development extends westward and connects with Tenambit to the south
west and to a lesser degree with Raworth. The overall site context is therefore one of a typical
heritage urban settlement set amongst large cleared agricultural lots with distant views of
new urban encroachment.
Most apparent is the scale and type of surrounding land use and build form and the isolation
of the site from main roads and frequented public traffic routes. Viewpoints into the site are
almost entirely restricted to residences immediately adjacent to the northern and eastern
boundaries and to a lesser extent from public roads and residential developments further
afield to the south and west. Locally planted shelter belts within paddocks surrounding the
site filter views to the site from low lying areas to the south, east and south east.

The township of Morpeth is located on a slight ridgeline which falls northward to the Hunter
River and southward to a marshland. The town is characterised by its grid of streets and
low density urban development. A clear street hierarchy exists in Morpeth. The original
street layout was simpler than the pattern now in existence. Primary streets , run east-west,
secondary north-south and the tertiary streets and lanes run predominately east-west. The
local area character as identified on the site location diagram is cleared agricultural land
surrounding the urban fabric of Morpeth township. The Hunter River provides a physical
and visual separation between open farmland and the Morpeth settlement, which extends
southward and terminates at Little John Street. Morpeth consists of a commercial precinct
along Swan Street and low density residential development, including many heritage sites.
The most significant European heritage site within the Morpeth area is Closebourne House
and adjoining Chapel and Diocesan Registery1, located on a hillside to the east of the main
Morpeth development area. The settlement comprises various buildings and landscaping
elements of heritage significance, which are discussed in detail in the Statement of Heritage
Impact. Of primary significance and most relevant to this study is the location of Morpeth
House, which was the secoundary residence of Lieutenant Edward Charles Close (E.C. Close),
the founding developer of the Morpeth township from 1856. The elevated position of the
house affords unobstructed views south eastward across undeveloped paddocks to the
subject site. Further investigation into the potential visual impacts from this significant location
is therefore warranted.
Approximately one kilometre to the east of the Morpeth boundary lies the smaller village of
Hinton.This settlement is bounded by the Hunter and Patterson Rivers to the north and west
and agricultural land to the east and south.
Both established and developing higher density urban sprawl occurs within two kilometres

1

SHR No 00375, NSW Heritage Act
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SITE CHARACTER

Whilst the subject site is relatively large (24.47 hectares), development is only proposed for
the northern half, where it adjoins the southern extents of the existing residential area. The site
slopes gradually from the north towards the floodplain in the south and contains no significant
features or outcrops. Access to the site is via George Street. This road is elevated from the
site however the viewing point into the site from this road is limited by the surrounding urban
development..

however views from this vicinity will be distant and therefore potentially less of a visual impact.
The site context image provided assists in communicating the character of the site and the
local area. whilst an aerial view is not one generally available to the majority of the public, the
image is particularly helpful in providing context.

The northern half of the site is described as a typical rural paddock consisting of pasture grass
and is mostly devoid of trees. There are no buildings or structures on site with the exception
of a stock holding enclosure and loading ramp located adjacent to the northern boundary
which are in poor condition and do not appear to have been used for some time.
The site’s southern half is also primarily cleared for grazing and consists of a large floodplain
and lagoon which has the potential to encroach the northern half of the site during flood
events. It provides an undevelopable buffer between Morpeth and the urban creep of
northern Thornton.
The built form of the surrounding land use is typically single storey low density residences. The
town development originated from Swan and High Streets, with Northumberland, Robert and
George Streets as secondary streets. The pattern and styles of houses reflects their period of
establishment, which is reflected in the more contemporary dwellings located along Duke
Street, to the site’s east.
The residences along Little James Street have unscreened panoramic views into the site and
beyond, as there exists no street trees or screening vegetation. As such they will experience
the greatest visual impact from the proposal.
The occupants of Numbers 1 and 3 Duke Street have the benefit of solid fencing and some
vegetation which provides some screening into the site, whereas only post and barbed wire
fencing separates Number 13 from the site. Numbers 3 to 17 Edward Street are double blocks
with the residences located within the eastern half, thereby providing a buffer between the
dwellings and the proposal. Numbers 15 and 17 have the additional advantage of existing
mature vegetation adjacent to the western boundary which may provide some immediate
visual filtering.
No significant vegetation or screening occurs along the southern boundary of the site,
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Image 03: Views accross the site to
the south

Image 04: Existing yards and loading ramp on the
site

Image 09: Morpeth Cemetery

Image 10: 41 James Street

Image 05: View north along George Street

Image 06: Southern end of Roberts Road looking
north.

Image 11: 36, 38 James Street

Image 12: Swan Street, Morpeth

Image 07: Closebourne House, Closebourne Village Image 08: View from Tank Street to south west
towards Closebourne Village
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4.

THE PROPOSAL

4.1.

THE PROPOSED PROJECT
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The project will see the subdivision of the northern half of the subject site and the construction
of 130 affordable housing units. The staged development shall commence as a 44 lot
subdivision as a continuation of George Street down to the southern development extents.
Stage 2 shall occur to the west of Stage 1 and consist of an additional 43 lot subdivision
including a community centre, pool, additional car parking facilities and outdoor recreation
area. The third and final stage shall occur within the site’s eastern precinct and consist of
another 44 lots.
1:6

1:6

TOP OF BANK - RL 6.5

PERMANENT WATER LEVEL RL 4.6

1:6

1:4

1:6

1:6

1:4

1:6

1:6
1:4

The subdivision is set out with reference to Morpeth’s existing north-south street grid, with the
main access road being an extension of George Street. Feature avenue planting is proposed
along the main entry road with street tree planting to the streetscape within the subdivision.
The north-south alignments of Little James Street and Duke Street are referenced in the layout
with wide landscaped pedestrian walkways providing vegetation corridors to green distant
views of the estate while allowing views out. The distribution of east-west roads through the
site are based on the same spacing as those existing in the town.

Image 13: Landscape Plan for proposed development
2

L011

SITE PLAN

Scale: 1:2000

Extensive buffer planting to the north, east and western boundarys of the site are proposed.
A mass planted landscape buffer of 6-8m to Little James Street is proposed with dense screen
planting to parking areas. Mass planted screening is proposed to the eastern boundary of
10-17m and to the western of 7m. An open style rural fence is proposed to contain the site
where required. As the site is predominantly cleared of canopy trees, only one tree located
by survey is designated for removal.
At the southern end of the site the proposal includes a community plaza with a landscape
walkway. A water basin with pastoral landscape remain to the lagoon beyond.

Image 13: Site Plan and Landscape Plan for proposed development
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5.

VIEWPOINT DATA SHEETS

5.1.

VIEWPOINT ANALYSIS

VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT - MORPETH MEWS

This section of the VIA considers the likely impact that the proposed development may have
on the local visual environment. This is achieved by selecting particular sites, referred to as
viewpoints, conducting inspections and determining how the development will appear from
these locations.
Where accessible, areas within the study locality were visited to gain an appreciation of views
and sight lines back to the subject site. This VIA assesses the existing visual amenity of the site
and resultant visual impact of the proposed development.
Landscape assessment is concerned with changes to the physical landscape in terms of
features/elements that may give rise to changes in character. Visual appraisal is concerned
with the changes that arise in the composition of available views as a result of changes to the
landscape, people’s responses to the changes and to the overall effects on visual amenity.
Changes may result in adverse (negative) or
beneficial (positive) effects.
The nature of landscape and visual assessment requires both objective analysis and subjective
professional judgement. Accordingly, the following assessment is based on the best practice
guidance listed above, information and data analysis techniques, uses subjective professional
judgement.
Many potential viewpoints were assessed for inclusion in this report. Due to local topography,
existing vegetation and development, the proposed subdivision will have the greatest visual
effect upon those areas directly adjacent to the site being residences on Little James, Duke
and John Street, and, views from the west and south within a 1.5km radius of the subject site.
It is assumed the areas that will be most affected by the proposed development are the
perimeter public roads and from adjoining development.
Photography for the photomontages was undertaken by Terras Landscape Architects using a
Samsung NX1. A 50 mm focal length prime lens was attached to the Canon. For aerial images
a drone with a 26mm focal lens was used, due to inaccessibility of that location. Some of the
viewpoints include a panoramic view to assist in appreciation of the location.
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6.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

6.1.

VISUAL QUALITY

The visual quality of an area is essentially an assessment of how viewers may respond to
designated scenery. Scenes of high visual quality are those that are valued by a community
for the enjoyment and improved amenity that they can create. Conversely, scenes of low
visual quality are of little scenic value to the community with a preference that they be
changed and improved, often through the introduction of landscape treatments (e.g. screen
planting).
As visual quality relates to aesthetics, its assessment tries to anticipate subjective responses.
There is evidence to suggest that certain landscapes are continually preferred over others
with preferences related to the presence or absence of certain elements.
The rating of visual quality of
generally accepted conclusions

this study has been based on
arising from scientific research

the following
(DOP, 1988).

•
•
•

Visual quality increases as relative relief and topographic ruggedness increases.
Visual quality increases as vegetation pattern variations increase.
Visual quality increases due to the presence of natural and/or agricultural 		
landscapes.
•
Visual quality increases owing to the presence of waterforms (without becoming
		
common) and related to water quality and associated activity.
•
Visual quality increases with increases in land use compatibility.
The visual quality for the project has been assessed as Medium, Marked in red.
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VIEWER ACCESS

Viewing
duration

VS

S

M/L

VS

S

M/L

VS

S

M/L

VS

S

M/L

Very Low
Viewer
Numbers

L

M

H

L

M

M

L

L

M

L

L

L

M

H

H

M

M

H

L

M

M

L

L

L

VIEWER ACCESS ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Moderate
Viewer
Numbers

H

H

H

M

H

H

M

M

H

L

L

M

Criteria

High
Viewer
Numbers

This considers the relative number and type of viewers, the viewer distance, the viewing
duration and view context. The rationale is that if the number of people who would
potentially see portions of the proposal is low, then the visual impact would be low,
compared to when a large number of people would have the same view.

Definition

Viewer Numbers
Very Low

< 50 people per day

Low

50 - 149 people per day

Moderate

150 - 199 people per day

High

> 200 people per day

Viewer Distance
Very Short

< 1km

Short

1 - 2km

Medium

2 - 3km

Long

3 - 6km

Distant

> 6km

Viewing Duration
Very Short

< 10 minutes

Short

10 - 30 minutes

Moderate

30 - 120 minutes

Long

> 2 hours

VIEWER ACCESS MATRIX
Distance

Very Short

Short

Medium

Long & Distant
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VISUAL SENSITIVITY

Another aspect affecting visual assessments is visual sensitivity. This is the estimate of the
significance that a change will have on a landscape and to those viewing it. For example, a
significant change that is not frequently seen may result in a low visual sensitivity although its
impact on a landscape may be high.
The assessment of visual sensitivity is based on a number of variables such as: the number of
people affected; viewer location including distance from the source; the surrounding land
use and degree of change. Variables may also include viewer position, i.e. inferior, where the
viewer’s stallion is below the horizontal axis as characterised by looking up (least preferred),
neutral, where the viewer sight line is generally along the horizontal axis, and, superior, where
the viewer sight line is above the horizontal axis as characterised by looking down to an
object (most preferred).
Generally the following principles apply:
•
Visual sensitivity decreases as the viewer distance increases. This occurs as
changes to the scenic environment must be assessed over a broader
		
viewshed which is 		
comprised of a greater number of competing elements.
•
Visual sensitivity decreases as the viewing time decreases.
•
Visual sensitivity can also be related to viewer activity (e.g. a person viewing an
		
affected site while engaged in recreational activities will be more strongly
affected 		
by change than someone passing a scene in a car travelling to a
desired destination).
The following table outlines the visual sensitivity based on the above criteria. The project
assessment has been outlined in red and is assessed as MODERATE - HIGH.
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viewpoint locations

VISUAL EFFECT

Visual effect is the interaction between a proposal and the existing visual environment. It is
often expressed as the level of visual contrast of the proposal against its setting or background
in which it is viewed.
This is particularly important should any proposed development extend above the skyline
unless, once again, there are particular circumstances that may influence viewer perception
and/or visual impact. Low visual effect occurs when a proposal blends in with its existing
viewed landscape due to a high level of integration of one or several of the following: form,
shape, pattern, line, texture or colour. It can also result from the use of effective screening
often using a combination of landform and landscaping.
Moderate visual effect results where a proposal noticeably contrasts with its viewed landscape,
however, there has been some degree of integration (e.g. good siting principles employed,
retention of significant existing vegetation, provision of screen landscaping, careful colour
selection and/or appropriately scaled development.)

6.5.

VISUAL IMPACT

Visual impact is the assessment of changes in the appearance of the landscape as the result
of some intervention typically man-induced, to the visual quality of an area having regard
to visual sensitivity and visual effect and the other attributes that these elements embody as
discussed above.
Visual impact may be positive (i.e. beneficial or an improvement) or negative (i.e. adverse
or a detraction). When visual impacts are negative, the loss of visual quality needs to be
determined and when they are found to be undesirable or unacceptable, then mitigation
measures need to be formulated with the aim of reducing the impact to within, at least
acceptable limits.
The following table illustrates how visual effect and visual sensitivity levels combine to produce
varying degrees of visual impact. The project assessment summary is marked in red.

High visual effect results when a proposal presents itself with high visual contrast to its viewed
landscape with little or no integration and/or screening.
It should be noted that a high visual effect does not necessarily equate with a reduction in
scenic quality. It is the combination of both visual sensitivity and visual effect that results in
visual impact.
The following table illustrates how visual effect and visual sensitivity levels combine to produce
varying degrees of visual impact.
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viewpoint locations

ATTEMPTED
VIEWPOINT: SITE
SITE VISIBLE:
NO FURTHER

2

VIEWPOINT LOCATION:
WITH WORKSHEET

3
4

5 5

6

10

8

7

9

6

VIEWPOINT LOCATION:
WITH WORKSHEET AND
PHOTOMONTAGE

1

Image 14: Viewpoint locations [source: Nearmap 2019]
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viewsheds

The site is identified within the Maitland DCP to be within the Rural Outskirts Precinct. The following is an exert from the DCP:
Image 15: Viewsheds [Source:
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rural outskirts precinct

The specific character of this precinct is defined by its open rural nature that supports
predominantly open pasture. This rural land provides views to and from Morpeth of the
surrounding plains, the Hunter River and the hilltop township of Morpeth as viewed from the
entry roads into the town.
Morpeth is elevated above surrounding agricultural land and river flats and has a very strong
connection to these rural surrounds. Views along streets, gaps between buildings and open
land at the axis of streets are of particular significance. Significant views and view corridors
have been identified on the map (MCC, 2011).
The objective outlined within the DCP for views from within the township to rural surrounds
is that the relationship between the town and the rural surrounds be maintained through
the protection of significant view corridors with the axis of streets not to be obstructed by
new development. Views from the township to the south will be restricted by the proposed
development however this affects only private residential lots adjoining the northern and
eastern boundaries. Due to the street layout being an extension of the existing street network,
view corridors will be retained.
The objective within the DCP for views towards the town from approach roads and outlying
areas is described as being to maintain the setting of the village within an open rural
landscape. Due to the physical contraint of the lagoon and flood plain to the south and the
location of the proposed development as an extension of the Morpeth township, the setting
Image 16: View corridors.
of the village within an open rural landscape has been maintained.
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viewpoint 1

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 1
Location

South-eastern corner of James Street Reserve, Morpeth. View looking south east.

Distance to The Site

This view is typical of park users. It has been assumed that visitor numbers to St
James Reserve will be low.
Viewer Position
The north western portion of the site shall be visible, with the remainder obstructed
by the existing residence and vegetation. The occupants of the residence shall
Viewer Access
have unobstructed views westwards to the proposal (approx 50m to boundary),
which shall be somewhat mitigated with side boundary screen planting and a 10 Visual Sensitivity
metre lot boundary setback.
Visual Effect
100m to nearest point on western boundary [development set back into site.]

Viewpoint Quality

LOW

Visual Evaluation Criteria

Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Based on above criteria is: High
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viewpoint 2

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 2
Location

Intersection of James and George Streets, Morpeth. View looking south.
This view is typical of motorists travelling south on George Street. The view across
the paddock towards distant hillsides will be impacted from this location, however
not necessarily negatively. The proposed main entry road shall be a continuation of George Street which will comprise a wide avenue of tree planting. The
proposed mass planted interface with Little James Street coupled with internal
lot setbacks from may result in no new dwellings being visible from this location.
It should be noted that this is a funnelled view between two existing residences
which becomes broader when approaching the site.

Distance to The Site

70m to northern boundary.

Visual Evaluation Criteria
Viewer Position

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Viewer Access
Visual Sensitivity
Visual Effect
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Moderate
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viewpoint 2 photomontage
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viewpoint 3

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 3
Visual Evaluation Criteria
Viewer Position

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Viewer Access
Visual Sensitivity
Visual Effect
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Moderate
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viewpoint 4

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 4
Location

From No.1 Duke Street at the corner of the intersection of Duke Street and John
Street

Visual Evaluation Criteria

Distance to The Site

This is a funnelled view between two existing residences which is typical of motor- Viewer Position
ists travelling south along Duke Street. The view across the paddock towards
distant hillsides will be impacted from this location, however not necessarily nega- Viewer Access
tively. The proposed planting to the western boundary will provide a green termination to this view with limited views of the proposed housing being an extension Visual Sensitivity
of the urban fabric typical within this vicinity.
Visual Effect
Less than 20m to north eastern boundary.

Viewpoint Quality

LOW

Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Based on above criteria is: Low
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viewpoint 5

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 5
Location

Front of No 5 John Street, Morpeth. View looking west.

Visual Evaluation Criteria

This is a funnelled view along the road corridor which is typical of motorists travelling west along John Street. An alternative entry is proposed as emergency acViewer Position
cess to the site as an extension of John Street. linking in with internal streets within
the development. Avenue planting proposed along this extension will strengthen Viewer Access
this east west axis.
Visual Sensitivity
Distance to The Site

Less than 70m to western boundary.

Viewpoint Quality

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Visual Effect
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Low
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viewpoint 6

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 6
Location

From Tank Street Paddock typical of residences aligning Albuera Close within
Closebourne Village
The sweeping rural outlook from Closebourne and Morpeth Houses across the
floodplains to the south east have been identified within the Closebourne Village
Conservation Management Plan.
This viewpoint shows the rural context of the proposal. It is expected that initially
the development will be visible however once the establishment of trees has occured the view will not be significantly modified from the current pastoral outlook.
The development will be an extension of the Morpeth urban fabric however the
western boundary planting will give the appearance of a fenceline shelter belt
similar to those currently visible from this vantagepoint.

Visual Evaluation Criteria
Viewer Position

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Viewer Access
Visual Sensitivity
Visual Effect
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Moderate
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viewpoint 6 photomontage
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viewpoint 7

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 7
Location

Canterbury Drive
This view is typical of motorists traveling north east on Canterbury Drive and also
those travelling north along Tank Street

Distance to The Site

Visual Evaluation Criteria
Viewer Position

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

It is expected that initially the development will be visible however once the
Viewer Access
establishment of trees has occured the view will not be significantly modified from
the current. The development will be an extension of the Morpeth urban fabric
Visual Sensitivity
however the western boundary planting will give the appearance of a fenceline
Visual Effect
shelter belt similar to those currently visible from this view point.
Less than 830m to north eastern boundary.
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Low
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viewpoint 7 photomontage
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viewpoint 8

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 8
Location

Morpeth Cemetery

Visual Evaluation Criteria

Although initially considered a viable viewpoint it can be seen that from this
location the majority of the site will be screened from view by existing vegetation Viewer Position
in the midground. Additionally due to the viewing angle the proposed development will not appear to extend the urban fabric of Morpeth significantly. The
Viewer Access
visual sensitivity is high due to the landuse influencing the visual impact however
the viewing angle and distance to the site is not accurately reflected in this rating. Visual Sensitivity
Distance to The Site

Less than 720m to western boundary.

Viewpoint Quality

MODERATE

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Visual Effect
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Moderate
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viewpoint 9

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 9
Location

Emperor Parade, Chisholm
From this viewpoint the proposed development will appear as an extension of the
urban fabric of Morpeth township. It is expected that initially it will appear to be
a contrast to the current situation however once the trees have established it can
be assumed that the proposal will merge with the existing fabric on the ridgeline.
This will be the typical viewpoint of residents of the new develppment in Chisholm
and the viewing time will typically be extended which impacts the visual sensitivity., resulting in a Moderate visual impact however foreground vegetation will
provide filtered views. Due to the distance to the site and the viewing angle the
proposal will appear to merge with the urban fabric of Morpeth.

Visual Evaluation Criteria
Viewer Position

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Viewer Access
Visual Sensitivity
Visual Effect
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Moderate
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viewpoint 10

Approximate site location

Viewpoint 10
Visual Evaluation Criteria
Viewer Position

LOW

MODERATE

INFERIOR

NEUTRAL

HIGH
SUPERIOR

Viewer Access
Visual Sensitivity
Visual Effect
Visual Impact - Significance Rating

PROJECT: MORPETH MEWS

Based on above criteria is: Moderate
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viewpoint 10 montage
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impact assessment

This section considers the general impact the proposal may have on the local visual
environment and identifies those areas where the visual impact may potentially be the most
significant. This was done by undertaking a surrounding site inspection and broadly scoping
the study area to identify where the proposed development would likely to be visible and
appear to be most prominent. Visual effect may be either based on the degree of exposure
or the number of people likely to be affected.No major travel corridors, tourist roads or areas
of land use occur in close proximity to the site which are for tourists or passive recreation with
the exception of a small park, James Street Reserve and the Morpeth Cemetery. Residential
landuse attracts high sensitivity which is applicable to this site while minor roads and agricultural
areas attract moderate sensitivity.

Cemetery and residents living on the ridge to the west of the development. Shelterbelts
aligning with fence lines across pastoral land to the west of the site help to obscure views
through to the development unless from an elevated location.

Viewpoint 1 is typical of park users within the James Street Reserve. The visual impact from this
location is high however it is assumed that visitor numbers to this park would be low and the
proposed development is to the left of the direct view from the park to the hills to the south.

Viewpoint 7is typical of motorists travelling east along Canterbury Drive and also north along
Tank Street looking to the east. The shelterbelt in the middleground restricts the visual access
to the site. As can be seen from the photomontage due to the viewing angle the proposal will
sit well within the context and the visual impact from this location will be low.

Viewpoints 2 - 5 and 10 are typical of residences and minor roads adjoining the northern and
eastern boundaries of the site. Visual access to the site from the north and east is restricted
due to the urban fabric and the topography of the site sloping to the south as can be seen in
the Visual Access Diagram. Residences aligning Little James Street and the southern end of
Duke Street , John Street and Edwards Street have high sensitivity to the proposal. The current
outlook across pastoral lands afforded will be replaced with urban fabric of the proposed
development. Viewing numbers will be limited to the occupants of the approximately 30
dwellings immediately bordering the site. Extensive buffer planting to little James Street within
the develpment will help to soften the visual affect.
Viewpoints 2,3 and 5 are typical views of motorists as extensions of the existing road corridor.
Sensitivity will be low due to the nature of the minor roads with low viewing numbers. Due to
the street layout of the proposed development being based on the existing town heirachy,
street tree planting will generally frame these views as an extension of the exiting street
network.
Viewpoint 2 is typical of motorists travelling south on George Street towards the main entry to
the site. Access to the site is restricted due to residential lots adjoining George Street. As can
be seen from the photomontage, views to vegetated ridges to the south will be lost however
proposed avenue planting will provide a green extension to George Street.
Viewpoints 6,7 and 8 are typical of motorists travelling north along Tank Street, visitors to Morpeth

Viewpoint 6 was investigated due to the values afforded to the rural views from Morpeth House
to the west across the floodplains. As can be seen from the photomontage the proposed
development will sit well within the context of the existing outlook. It is expected that initially
the development will contrast with the current setting however once the landscapeing is
established the proposal will give the appearance of a fenceline shelterbelt similar to those in
the middleground of the view.

Viewpoint 8 was originally considered to potentially be a significant viewpoint on initial
desktop investigation however when field work was undertanken it was discovered that
vegetation in the middleground screened the majority of the site from view.
Viewpoint 9 is typical of residents within the new development of Chisholm. Due to the
distance to the site from this location and the visual setting affored from this viewing angle,
the visual effect will be low and the propsal will blend within its existing viewed landscape.
Viewpoint 10 is typical of motorists travelling along Duckenfield Road and looking to the west
and also residences adjoingin Edwards Street. Sight lines to the west will be reduced due to
the proposed development however proposed landscaping buffer to the eastern boundary
and the open rural style fence will help to integrate the proposal into the setting.
The proposed development is an extension of the urban fabric of Morpeth. The street
alignment of the town layout has been observed and has influenced the propsed works to
ensure that the new development will be visually compatible with the existing township.
It is accepted that the proposal contrasts with Morpeth’s rural setting and will affect views
to and from the township across the surrounding pastoral lands, however due to physical
constraints several kilometres of separation has been maintained across farmland and the
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conclusion and recommen-

floodplain towards the nearest urban development of Chisholm to the south. This satisfies the
objective of the DCP to maintain the setting of the village within an open rural landscape.
The proposed develvelopment adheres to the objective outlined within the DCP for views
from within the township by referencing the existing layout of Morpeth in its road network and
allowing the view corridors created by the existing road network to be extended into the
proposed development and beyond.
A review of the visual catchment of the proposed development site showed that views of the
site were limited from the north and east. Generally the viewpoints assessed to the south and
west occurred some distance away from the site. This meant that the proposed development
was seen at a distance and within a broad visual context. From the south and west, the site
is viewed within the context of Morpeth township which sits on the ridge behind. The subject
site is on land which slopes to the south away from the high point of Morpeth town, and
therefore will not affect the skyline of the Morpeth when viewed form the south or west. It is
acknowledged that there is limited viewing potential when assessed from potential public
viewing locations to the site.
It is considered the proposed development to be consistent with the character of the area.
The proposal will have a low - moderate accumulative visual impact on the surrounding
area however proposed canopy establishment works and extensive buffer planting to the
boundaries will improve the visual absorption of the proposal into the Morpeth township fabric
and will result in a LOW visual impact overall.
Recommendations:
- Implementation of the landscaping plan prepared and submitted with the DA
- Planting where practicable before site works, infrastructure and building to enable early
establishment of street and pedestrian corridor trees
- Planting where practicable before site works, infrastructure and building to enable early
establishment of boundary planting to the residential boundaries
- Ensure regular maintainance to vegetation buffers is maintained.
- Internal controls to ensure landscaping occurs to individual lots.
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